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The most complete corpus of the proverbs and fables of Aesop ever assembled Ben Edwin Perry's Aesopica remains the
definitive edition of all fables reputed to be by Aesop. The volume begins traditionally with a life of Aesop, but in two
different and previously unedited Greek versions, with collations that record variations in the major recensions. It includes
179 proverbs attributed to Aesop and 725 carefully organized fables, for which Perry also provides their eldest known
sources. To better evaluate the place of Aesop in literary history, Perry includes testimonies about Aesop made by Greek
and Latin authors, from Herodotus to Maximus Planudes.
Subject to Debate, Katha Pollitt's column in The Nation, has offered readers clear-eyed yet provocative observations on
women, politics, and culture for more than seven years. Bringing together eighty-eight of her most astute essays on hotbutton topics like abortion, affirmative action, and school vouchers, this selection displays the full range of her
indefatigable wit and brilliance. Her stirring new Introduction offers a seasoned critique of feminism at the millennium and
is a clarion call for renewed activism against social injustice.
Never Bet the FarmHow Entrepreneurs Take Risks, Make Decisions -- and How You Can, TooJohn Wiley & Sons
In Never Bet the Farm two leading entrepreneurs, Anthony Iaquinto and Stephen Spinelli, turn much of the so-called expert advice for
entrepreneurs on its head. They show that by preparing for setbacks and using a framework that can help reduce risks and simplify decision
making, entrepreneurs can increase their probability for success. They refute the idea that there is an ideal entrepreneurial “type,” and show
that luck can be as important as a business plan in many enterprises. Above all, the authors emphasize that entrepreneurship is a career, not
a one-time event, and winners are those who can keep themselves in the game. Never Bet the Farm is an easy-to-understand and attractive
tool for anyone who has a business idea, but who might be wary of the risks implied in starting their own business.
A free open access ebook is available upon publication. Learn more at www.luminosoa.org. The quest for an inclusive and independent state
has been at the center of the Palestinian national struggle for a very long time. This book critically explores the meaning of Palestinian
statehood and the challenges that face alternative models to it. Giving prominence to a young set of diverse Palestinian scholars, this
groundbreaking book shows how notions of citizenship, sovereignty, and nationhood are being rethought within the broader context of
decolonization. Bringing forth critical and multifaceted engagements with what modern Palestinian self-determination entails, Rethinking
Statehood sets the terms of debate for the future of Palestine beyond partition.
Cuts through the mass confusion surrounding abortion and lays out solid common ground The abortion debate in the United States is
confused. Ratings-driven media coverage highlights extreme views and creates the illusion that we are stuck in a hopeless stalemate. In this
book Charles Camosy argues that our polarized public discourse hides the fact that most Americans actually agree on the major issues at
stake in abortion morality and law. Unpacking the complexity of the abortion issue, Camosy shows that placing oneself on either side of the
typical polarizations -- pro-life vs. pro-choice, liberal vs. conservative, Democrat vs. Republican -- only serves to further confuse the debate
and limits our ability to have fruitful dialogue. Camosy then proposes a new public policy that he believes is consistent with the beliefs of the
broad majority of Americans and supported by the best ideas and arguments about abortion from both secular and religious sources.

Here, Thierry Zarcone and Angela Hobart offer a vigorous and authoritative exploration of the link between Islam and shamanism
in contemporary Muslim culture, examining how the old practice of shamanism was combined with elements of Sufism in order to
adapt to wider Islamic society. Shamanism and Islam thus surveys shamanic practices in Central Asia, the Middle East, North
Africa and the Balkans, to show how the Muslim shaman, like his Siberian counterpart, cultivated personal relations with spirits to
help individuals through healing and divination. It explores the complexities and variety of rituals, involving music, dance and, in
some regions, epic and bardic poetry, demonstrating the close links between shamanism and the various arts of the Islamic world.
This is the first in-depth exploration of 'Islamized shamanism', and is a valuable contribution to the field of Islamic Studies,
Religion, Anthropology, and an understanding of the Middle East more widely.
DIVAn interdisciplinary anthology that includes many primary materials never before published in English./div
Written in the tone of a supportive and savvy friend who just happens to be a top sex expert, this invaluable guide explores:
Redefining pleasure: why the quest for female orgasms is overhyped - and how to relax and truly enjoy sex, with or without them
Discovering the female body's pleasure zones Communicating with a partner about what feels good (and what doesn't) Exercising
and eating to improve your sex life Sex positions 101...and 201 A lifetime of pleasure: great sex after pregnancy, after fifty, and
more
Statius' Achilleid is perhaps the most remarkable of all Latin epic poems. Its project - to tell the whole life of Achilles - was cut short by the
poet's untimely death. Yet the completed first book and the earliest part of the second have a charm and freshness matched only in some of
Ovid's most lively and engaging work. The poem tells how the sea-nymph Thetis, in a vain attempt to save her son from his destined end in
the Trojan war, hid him on the island of Scyros, disguised as a girl. There he fell in love with the beautiful Deidamia, but at the same time,
with the idea of glory in war. His feminine disguise was eventually penetrated by Ulysses and Diomedes, who tricked him into exposure of his
truly warlike aspirations. In relating this story Statius explores the nature of gender and the limits of the epic genre, while playfully and wittily
positioning himself in the epic - and wider - poetic tradition. These themes are explored in a new introduction by Robert Cowan, which
surveys the latest research on the poem. Its assessment, very much in the modern critical manner, contrasts with and complements the
traditional textual and philological commentary by O.A.W. Dilke. The combination of these two distinct approaches will assist undergraduates
and postgraduates in reading the text, and, at the same time, it will provide a valuable resource for the more advanced scholar.
Leila Farsakh provides the first comprehensive analysis of the rise and fall of Palestinian labour flows to Israel. Highlighting the
interdependence between Israel’s confiscation of Palestinian land and the use of Palestinian labour, she shows how migration has been the
result of evolving dynamics of Israeli occupation and the reality of Palestinian labour force growth. This study analyzes the pattern of
Palestinian labour supply, the role of Israel’s territorial and economic policies in the Occupied Territories in releasing Palestinian labour from
the land, and the nature of Israeli demand for Palestinian workers, especially in the construction sector where the majority of commuting
labourers are concentrated. New light is shed on the growth of illegal Israeli settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, which are being
built by Palestinian workers. Palestinian Labour Migration to Israel is original in its analysis of the contrasting forces of separation and the
integration between Israel and the Palestinian territories, showing that the changing patterns in labour flows reflect a process of redefinition of
the 1967 borders. It will be of valuable interest to economists and development specialists as well as to scholars, policy makers and all those
concerned with the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
Himalayan Voices provides admirers of Nepal and lovers of literature with their first glimpse of the vibrant literary scene in Nepal today. An
introduction to the two most developed genres of modern Nepali literature-poetry and the short story-this work profiles eleven of Nepal`s most
distinguished poets and offers translations of more than eighty poems written from 1916 to 1986. Twenty of the most interesting and bestPage 1/2
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known examples of the Nepali short story are translated into English for the first time by Michael Hutt. All provide vivid descriptions of Life in
twentieth-century Nepal. This book should appeal not only to admires of Nepal, but to all readers with an interest in non-Western literatures.

We’ve all heard the saying "all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." Luckily, for Jack, this collection offers more than 20
stories filled with the art of sexual play at work to make even Jack more lively. Here the most mundane 9-to-5 job can lead to a
rowdy romp that’s sure to leave people talking by the water coolers. From special offices where naughty secretaries are firmly
spanked, to cold callers who hook up with Dominatrixes, to temps finding the men of their dreams washing more than their
windows, the restrictions on employee dating are wantonly and willfully broken. Featuring some of the best erotic writers around
today including Radclyffe, N.T. Morley, Saskia Walker, Xavier Acton and Savannah Stephens Smith.
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